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Azure Security
Checklist
Expert Advice on Identity, Data, Workload,
and Platform Security and Risk Priorities

Azure Security Overview
Microsoft Azure is one of the top public cloud service providers, offering a broad
set of global compute, storage, database, analytics, application, and deployment
services that help enterprises move faster, lower IT costs, and scale applications.
While this is great for development, securing Azure remains one of the biggest
cloud security issues today.
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In one recent example, a publicly exposed cloud storage bucket was found to
contain images of hundreds of passports and identity documents belonging
to journalists and volleyball players from around the world. These sensitive
documents were hosted on a Microsoft Azure Blob storage share that was
publicly accessible to anyone because the organization failed to appropriately
configure it.

What the research shows
Research from ID WatchDog shows that insider threats present in 60% of data
breaches — and 44% of root causes can be attributed to negligence. Azure
can be incredibly complicated, and if you are developing fast in the platform,
it’s easy to make small mistakes that can lead to catastrophic consequences.
This document guides Microsoft Azure customers through recommended best
practices for the highest protection level for their Azure infrastructure and the
sensitive data stored in Azure environments.
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Azure Shared
Responsibility
Model Explained
Like most cloud providers, Microsoft Azure operates under a
shared responsibility model. Azure takes care of the security
‘of’ the cloud while Azure customers are responsible for
security ‘in’ the cloud.
Microsoft Azure has made platform security a priority to
protect customers’ critical information and applications by
taking responsibility for its infrastructure’s security.

Microsoft Azure Responsibility
Azure is focused on the security of the underlying infrastructure,
by protecting its computing, storage, networking, and database
services against intrusions. Azure is also responsible for the
security of the software, hardware, and the physical facilities that
host Azure services. Also, Azure takes responsibility for the security
configuration of its managed services, such as Azure Kubernetes
Service (AKS), Container Instances, Cosmos DB, SQL, Data Lake
Storage, Blob Storage, and others.

Customer Responsibility
Azure customers are responsible for the security ‘in’ their own cloud,
or more simply put, everything that they instantiate, build and/or use.
For example, while Azure has built several layers of security features
to prevent unauthorized access to Azure, including multi-factor
authentication (MFA), it is the customer’s responsibility to make sure
multi-factor authentication is turned on for users, particularly for those
with the most extensive IAM permissions in Azure.
It is worth noting that the default security settings of Azure services
are often the least secure configuration. Enhancing these initial Azure
security settings, therefore, is a low hanging fruit that organizations
should prioritize as the first step to fulfill their end of Azure security
responsibility. From there, they should examine the services and
resources that they are using to determine what the target security
levels should be, and then put a plan in place to configure their
cloud as such.
The security perimeter has changed. Identity - not firewalls - forms
your security boundaries. As enterprises continue to migrate to or
build their custom applications in Azure, the threats they face are no
longer isolated like the old world of on-premises applications. Under
this new paradigm, preventing many of these threats falls on the
shoulders of the Azure customer. So how are you securing your data?
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Azure Responsibility Reminder Table
Below you’ll find a responsibility table to visually offer reminders as to what action falls
under whose jurisdiction:

Customer

Azure

Preventing or detecting when an Azure account has been compromised
Preventing or detecting a privileged or regular Azure user behaving in an insecure manner
Business continuity management (availability, incident response)
Protecting against Azure zero-day exploits and other vulnerabilities
Providing environmental security assurance against things like mass power outages, earthquakes,
floods, and other natural disasters
Providing physical access control to hardware/software
Configuring Azure Managed Services in a secure manner
Ensuring network security (DoS, man-in-the-middle (MITM), port scanning)
Ensuring Azure & custom applications are being used in a manner compliant with internal and external policies
Updating guest operating systems and applying security patches
Restricting access to Azure services or custom applications to only those users who require it
Configuring Azure services (except gcp Managed Services) in a secure manner
Preventing sensitive data from being uploaded to or shared from applications in an inappropriate manner
Database patching
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For all cloud deployment types, you are responsible for
protecting the security of your data and identities, onpremises resources, and the cloud components you control
(which varies by service type).
Regardless of the type of deployment, the following
responsibilities are always retained by you, the Azure
customer:
• Data
• Endpoints
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In an on-premises data center, the customer owns the whole
stack. As you move to the cloud some responsibilities transfer
to Microsoft Azure. The following diagram illustrates the
areas of responsibility between the customer and Microsoft,
according to the type of deployment.

Shared Responsibility
Breakdown
Sa

Division of Responsibility

Retained by customer
• Information & Data
• Devices (Mobile & PC)
• Accounts & Identities

Carries by service type
• Identity & Directory Infrastructure
• Applications
• Network Controls
• Operating System

• Account
• Access management

Transfers to cloud provider
• Physical Hosts
• Physical Network
• Physical Datacenter

KEY
Microsoft
Customer
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Top Cloud Security Challenges
Risks to applications running on Azure and the data stored within it can
take many forms:

Compromise of Azure
Azure has made significant investments in security
to protect its platform from intrusion. However,
the possibility always exists that an attacker could
compromise an element in the Azure platform and
either gain access to data, take an application running
on the platform offline, or permanently destroy data.
An attacker only needs to find one misconfiguration to
get in, while a security team needs to keep track of all
of them, all the time.

Insider & Privileged Identity Threats
The average enterprise experiences 11 insider
threats each month, and one-third are privileged
user threats. These incidents can include malicious
and negligent behavior ranging from taking actions
that unintentionally expose data to the internet to
employees stealing data.

Third Party Account Compromise
According to the Verizon Data Breach Investigations
report, 1% of data breaches are caused by thirdparties. However, these breaches are very noteable
when they happen, like the third party data breach
with Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. affecting 3.3
million customers.

Sensitive Data Uploaded Against Policy
& Regulation
Many organizations have industry-specific,
regional regulations and/or internal policies that
put restrictions on certain data types from being
using in the cloud. In some cases, data can be
safely stored in the cloud, but only in specific
geographic locations (for example, a data center
in United Kingdom but not in the United States).

Software Development Lacks
Security Input
Surprisingly, an organization’s security team aren’t
always involved in the development process. Most
of the time if the team does become aware, it is near
the end of the cycle and they are asked to perform
heroics and/or are seen the blocker to releasing the
application. This not only leads to longer release
cycles, but also to increased costs and loss of velocity
within the market. When security is included as a
fundamental component of the development process,
say by implementing a secure software development
lifecycle (SDLC), it enables the business to release
highly secure applications at increased velocity and
oftentimes at lower costs.
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Shadow IT

Ephemeral Compute Pours Over Your Data

Shadow IT uses information technology systems,
devices, software, applications, and services
without explicit IT department approval. It has
grown exponentially in recent years with the
adoption of cloudbased applications and services.
Departments other than the central IT department,
to work around the shortcomings of the central
information systems create a hidden risk.

With container orchestration, the typical lifetime of a

Cloud Data Sprawl
Gone are the days of a limited selection of
manageable data stores (e.g., Oracle, IBM, and MS
SQL). Innovations in agile cloud development have
led to an explosion of new data store. Adding these
to object stores, like Microsoft Blob, makes it selfevident that new corporate infrastructures do not
have a physical or logical concept of a ‘data center.’
This innovation can create cloud sprawl, where an
organization has an uncontrolled proliferation of its
cloud instances, services, or identities. Cloud sprawl
typically occurs when an organization lacks visibility
into or control over its cloud computing resources.

Lack of Application Protection
Network firewalls don’t help you when it comes to

container is 12 hours. Serverless functions - already
adopted by 22% of corporations - come and go in
seconds. Data is the digital era’s oil, but the oil rigs are
ephemeral and countless in this era. Spot instances,
containers, serverless functions, admins, and agile
development teams are the countless fleeting rigs that
drill into your data.

Unsecured Storage Containers
The news is filled regularly with attacks on
misconfigured cloud servers and the leaked data
that criminals obtain from them. Misconfigurations
are the natural result of human error. Setting a cloud
server with loose or no credentials and then forgetting
to tighten them when the server is placed into
production is a common mistake.

Manually Managing Access Rights
Keeping track of which users can access an
application manually creates risk. You can’t
detect common privilege escalation attacks
across your infrastructure manually. Also, you can
create risk by giving too many admin rights to
virtual machines and containers.

the public cloud. Attacks on applications more than
doubled, according to the Verizon Data Breach report.
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Azure Cloud Security Checklist
Microsoft has built a set of security controls for its customers to use across Azure services, and it is
up to the customer to make the most of these built-in capabilities. Here are best practices security
experts recommend you follow:

Ensure that multifactor authentication
(MFA) is enabled for all users
Enable MFA on privileged accounts
and strongly consider layering in some
conditional access policies (e.g., geo,
IP address, device state, etc.)

Assure that ‘number of days before
users are asked to re-confirm their
authentication report’ is not set to 0

Guarantee that ‘guests can invite’ is
set to ‘no‘

Assure that ‘caution users on password
resets’ is set to ‘yes’

Ensure that entrance to the Azure
AD administration portal should
be limited

Ensure that ‘notify all admins when other
admins reset their password?’ is set to ‘yes’

Ensure that ‘users can create security
associations’ is set to ‘none’

Ensure that ‘users can comply with apps
obtaining company data on their account’
is set to ‘none‘

Ensure that ‘self-service group
administration enabled’ is established
to ‘no‘

Guarantee that ‘users can add gallery
apps to their Entrance Panel’ is set to ‘no‘

Make sure ‘users who can handle
security groups’ is set to ‘none’

Guarantee that ‘guest users agreements
are limited’ is set to ‘yes

Make sure ‘require multifactor auth to
join devices’ is set to ‘yes’

Ensure that ‘enable users to memorize
multifactor authentication on devices
they trust’ is disabled

Ensure that ‘users can disclose
applications’ is fixed to ‘no‘

Ensure that ‘secure transfer required’
is arranged to ‘enabled’

Ensure that the ‘number of processes
required to reset’ is set to 2

Ensure that ‘members can request’ is set
to ‘no‘

Ensure that ‘storage service
encryption’ is set to ‘enabled’

Ensure that users can consent to apps
accessing company data on their
behalf is set to ‘no’
Ensure that there are no guest users
Use Role-Based Access Control for all
admin accounts instead of assigning
all privileged accounts Global
Administrator privileges
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Azure Cloud Security Checklist, cont.

On SQL servers, ensure that ‘auditing’
is set to ‘on’
On SQL servers, ensure that ‘auditing
type’ is set to a blob

Enable JIT Access For IaaS VM’s
Encrypt IaaS VM Hard Disks

Disable on network security groups
from internet: Disable SSH

‘OS vulnerabilities’ is set to ‘on’

Disable on network security groups
from internet: Disable Telnet (port 23)

‘Endpoint protection’ is set to ‘on’

Secure the subscription

‘JIT network access’ is set to ‘on’

Minimize the number of admins/owners

On SQL servers, ensure that ‘threat
detection types’ is set to ‘all’

Ensure that ‘restrict access to Azure AD
administration portal’ is set to ‘yes’

On SQL servers, ensure that ‘send
alerts to’ is set

‘Secure transfer required’ is set
to ‘enabled’

Do not grant permissions to external
accounts (i.e., accounts outside the
native directory for the subscription)

On SQL servers ensure that email
service and co-administrators
is enabled

‘Storage service encryption’ is set
to ‘enabled’

Ensure on SQL servers that ‘threat
detection’ is set to ‘on’

On SQL servers, ensure that firewall
rules are set as appropriate
Disable RDP access on network
security groups from the internet

On SQL database or servers, ensure
‘Auditing’ is set to ‘on’
On SQL database or servers, ‘Threat
detection’ is set to ‘on’

Disable SSH access on network
security groups from the internet

On SQL database or servers, ‘Transparent
data encryption’ is set
to ‘on’

Enable Privileged Identity
Management for privileged roles

Disable on network security groups from
internet: Disable RDP
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About Sonrai Security
Sonrai Security delivers an enterprise identity and data governance
platform for AWS, Azure, Google Cloud, and Kubernetes. The Sonrai Dig
platform is built on a sophisticated graph that identifies and monitors
every possible relationship between identities and data that exists inside
an organization’s public cloud. Dig’s Governance Automation Engine
automates workflow, remediation, and prevention capabilities across cloud
and security teams to ensure end-to-end security. The company has
offices in New York and New Brunswick, Canada, backed by ISTARI, Menlo
Ventures, Polaris Partners, and Ten Eleven Ventures.

GET STARTED

Ready to Secure your Azure Environment?
Feeling lost or overwhelmed? Don’t worry. New and mature organizations are facing
these concerns alike - and we’re here for you. Our cloud security experts are
standing by and ready to help. Contact Sonrai Security to start your conversation.
Contact Sonrai Security

sonraísecurity.com | info@sonraísecurity.com | 646.389.2262
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Legal Notice
This document is provided for informational purposes only. It represents Sonrai Security
practices as of the date of issue of this document, subject to change without notice.
Customers are responsible for making their own independent assessment of the information
in this document and any use of Microsoft's products or services, each of which is provided
"as is" without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. This document does not
create any warranties, representations, contractual commitments, conditions, or assurances
from Sonrai Security, its affiliates, suppliers, or licensors. The responsibilities and liabilities
of Microsoft to its customers are controlled by Microsoft agreements, Sonrai Security
agreements, and this document is not part or, nor does it modify, any agreement between
Microsoft, Microsoft Azure, Sonrai Security, and its customers.
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